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by train
 take the urban rail (German: S-Bahn) line 9 for Pankow
to “Pankow” urban rail and subway station (S+U-Bahnhof Pankow)
 for the rest of the way, see area map
 ticket: tariff area (Tarifbereich) “Berlin ABC”; 3.30 Euro*
 journey takes about 1 hour (including walk )
alternatively by train
 take the regional rail (Regionalbahn/RB) line 14 or line 7 to
“Berlin-Alexanderplatz” rail station (S-Bahnhof)
 from there, take the subway (U-Bahn) line 2 and get off at “Pankow”
urban rail and subway station (S+U-Bahnhof)
 for the rest of the way, see area map
 ticket: tariff area (Tarifbereich) “Berlin ABC”; 3.30 Euro*
 journey takes about 50 minutes (including walk)
by taxi
 price: about 50 Euro**
 journey takes 30 to 50 minutes, depending on traffic

from Berlin-Tegel
airport

by bus and train
 take the bus service 128 for Osloer Straße and get off at “Osloer Straße”
 from there, take tram service 50 for Guyotstraße and get off at “Pankow
Kirche”
 for the rest of the way, see area map
 ticket: tariff area (Tarifbereich) Berlin AB; 2.70 Euro*
 journey takes about 1 hour (including walk)
alternatively by bus or train
 take the bus service TXL for Mollstraße/Prenzlauer Allee and get off at
“Beusselstraße” urban rail station (S-Bahnhof)
 change to urban rail (S-Bahn) line 41 and proceed to “Gesundbrunnen”
urban rail and subway station (S+U-Bahnhof)
 from there, take urban rail (S-Bahn) line 2 for Bernau/Buch and get off
at “Pankow” urban rail and subway station (S+U-Bahnhof Pankow)
 for the rest of the way, see area map
 ticket: tariff area (Tarifbereich) Berlin AB; 2.70 Euro*
 journey takes about 45 minutes (including walk)
alternatively by bus or train
 take the bus service TXL for Mollstraße/Prenzlauer Allee and
get off at “Turmstraße” urban rail station (S-Bahnhof)
 from there, take the bus service M27 for Pankow and get off at
“Pankow” urban rail and subway station (S+U-Bahnhof)
 for the rest of the way, see area map
 ticket: tariff area (Tarifbereich) Berlin AB: 2.70 Euro*
 journey takes about 1 hour (including walk)
by taxi
 price: about 25 Euro**
 journey takes 20 to 40 minutes, depending on traffic
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by train
 take any urban rail (German: S-Bahn) line for Alexanderplatz and get off at
“Friedrichstraße” urban rail and subway station (S+U-Bahnhof)
 from there, take urban rail (S-Bahn) line 2 for Bernau/Buch and get off at
“Pankow” urban rail and subway station (S+U-Bahnhof Pankow)
 for the rest of the way, see area map
 ticket: tariff area (Tarifbereich) Berlin AB: 2.70 Euro*
 journey takes about 45 minutes (including walk)
by taxi
 price: about 22 Euro**
 journey takes 15 to 30 minutes, depending on traffic

area map

by car from A10

 leave the A10 (Berliner Ringautobahn) at “Dreieck Pankow” and head
for A114 Pankow
 take exit 4 (Pasewalker Straße), turn left at the traffic lights and head for
Pasewalker Straße
 Pasewalker Straße first turns into Damerowstraße and then Breite Straße
– follow this road for 1.5 km
 turn right into Ossietzkystraße at Pankow Church
 The Federal Academy for Security Policy is situated
at the end of Ossietzkystraße.
*
**

one-way ticket, no reduction; as of September 2015
according to price information; as of September 2015
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